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This paper describes techniques and tools for the 
measurement and characterization of high speed, on-wafer 
probes. A prob~ card currently used in industry 
• lS 
analyzed and re-designed. There are foundations to 
expect a doubling or tripling of the probe's current 
bandwidth. Alternative designs and a brief discussion of 
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· Wafer probing has been an integral part of circuit 
testing since nearly the very first integrated circuit. 
' 
The need for DC and RF sampling of wafers has always been 
present in circuit manufacturing because it provides a 
database to designers while at the same time increasing 
the manufacturer's yield. 
Historically, DC testing has been the standard 
procedure to screen out bad or marginal circuits, even 
high speed circuits. The reasoning was, and still is, 
that if the circuit is bad at DC, it also malfunctions at 
RF. DC testing is more reliable, faster, and less 
expensive than RF probing. The difficulty 1 ies • in 
screen.ing out the circuit that passes DC testing but 
fails at RF. This type of problem· is the impetus behind 
high speed, high volume RF probing . Roughly 10% of all 
circuits that pass DC testing eventually fail RF testing. 
Considering the growth of today's high speed, high 
density semiconductor industry, 




for high speed, 
There will be 
tremendous growth in the art of wafer probing. 
2 
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Today' RF probes are limited in both freuqency and 
pin-out. Low pin-out probes (Cascade Microtech) have 
somewhat moderate bandwidths of 26 GHz. Higher pin-out 
probes (Cerprobe) are limited to 1-4 GHz. • Companies 
utilizing these technologies have a vested interest in 
getting their probes to have both a high pin-out and a 
high bandwidth. For this reason, AT&T Bell Labs, 
Reading, Pa, pursued a contract with Lehigh University to 
characterize and redesign a probe card. This paper will 
report the findings of this study. 
3 
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CHAPTER I - An overview of High Speed, On-Wafer Probing 
RF probing technology is generally equivalent to 
that of high speed sampling. The capability history of 
' 
. . . ~ \ - . 
~ampl1ng 1s shown in Figure 1. It 1s seen that speeds 
are increasiNg sharply as the technology matures. The 
increasing capabilities refl~ct the prowess of both 
industry and academia. Involved companies characterize 










Any company which manufactures integrated circuits, 
especially high speed GaAs devices, could be added to 
this list. Universities such as Lehigh, Stanford, and 
RIT are funded to provide studies of the art. Stanford 
is at the vanguard with its' Laser Probing Technology. 
Laser probing stands on the brink of becoming the 
next generation of sampling methods. As yet, the 
necessary equipment is not cost effective and the 
required apparatus very large.· Stanford, 'however has 
demonstrated 400 GHz bandwidths with 140 dB dynamic 
4 
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range. Pin-outs are theoretically unlimited but not cost 
effective because of the necessary multiplexing 
equipment~\ Laser probing will be discussed later. Laser 
probing makes clear the inadequacy of today's methods. 
As mentioned previously, the currrent technology has 
. . 
shortfalls in the bandwidth and pin-out areas. In 
addition,. non-invasive probing is impossible. All probes 
--· . 
load the device under test to some degree by physically· 
contacting the circuit's test points. The severity of 
loading depends upon frequency and quality of probe. 
The probe this paper wiil examine is designed for 
low microwave frequencies and has 10 input/output lines 
(pin-out) as shown in Figure 2 A side view of a single 
input is shown in Figure 3. For frequencies above 1 GHz, 
it is designed poorly as will be discussed later. First 
it is necessary to examine how a probe's "quality" can be 
examined. There are two techniques, • • Time Domain 
Reflectometry, and Network Analysis. 
5 
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CHAPrER II - Survey of Measurement Techniques 
The TDR measures reflection coefficien~s as a 
ftin6tion of distance down the transmission line. Figure 
4 illustrates the concept. It is noted that a TDR 
system can. be implemented with ordinary lab equipment, 
however resolution is dependent on pulse rise-time. High 
quality components and internal impedance matching are 
critical. 
The Time Domain Reflectometer can be thought of as a 
"radar" that locates a transmission line discontinuity or 
an impedance mismatch. The reflectometer outputs to the 
transmission line a fast rise-time pulse which is 
reflected by a mismatch. The echoed pulse travels back 
to the point of origin where it is compared to the 
incident pulse. Signal conditioning and processing are 
utilized before the ~aveforms are displayed on a CRT. 
,. 
From the comparison between the incident and 
reflected pulses, certain characteristics of the mismatch 
(or probe) can be determined. 
For instance, if the reflected pulse adds to the 
incident pulse, the mism·atch has a greater impedance than 
-- '·''•:1 
than the connecting transmission line. If the reflected 
pulse subtracts from the incident pulse, the mismatch has 
6 
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a smaller impedance. More can be gained from the shape 
of- the reflection. Figure 5 illustrates some ideal 
·, 
waveforms and the correisponding mismatches. Given the 
wavefor~, a rough calculation of loads is possible as 
follows. 
reflection coefficient. 
z\.. load or terminating impedance. 
Z0 transmission line characteristic impedance. 
Ej incident step or pulse voltage. 
Er reflected voltage. 
-
Assume for illustrative purposes an inductive Z \.. = 
R + jwL and R = Z0 = 50 ohms. 
\l0 + jwl)-e0 j "'L 
p = --(2 + jwl}+E0 
Assume ZG >> wL because of low frequencies and 




This equation shows the reflected voltage • 1S 
proportional to the load impedance and a time derivative 
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of the incident voltage. Thus for an ideal step input, a 
. 
decaying impulse should be reflected. This is not the 
~. case because of the bandlimited TOR. 
All TDR's are limited by a finite rise-time input 
pulse. The HP1415A TDR is bahdlimited to about 2.3 GHz 
because its rise-time is only 3mV/pS. 
illustrates the ideal versus actual waveforms. 
Figure 6 
The impact of limited bandwidth is on the accuracy 
of electrical length measurements. The ability of a TDR 
i 
to determine electrical lengths between,/ or to, 
11 
mismatches defines its resolution. In terms of rise-
time, R = .5T. Figure 7 illustrates this calculation. 
As seen from the figure, if T.2 - T, = . 5T r- tl1en the 
two reflections will merge. T1 - T1 is the electrical 
" 
length between the mismatches. 
For the HP1415A, resolution is about 1.5 cm. The 
much newer Tektronics 7854 TDR system goes three times 
better to about .5 cm. However, the best TDR on the 
market today is.the HP54120T which is claimed to have a 1 
mm resolution. 
Step rise-time, the biggest determinant of 
resolution, is not the only factor involved. The scope 
and internal electronics also contribute. System rise 
' . 
~-........... ~-
time is th~-true indicator of • lS resolution and 
8 
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t r .= 2 (t scope + 2 t step 2 ~ + t set) 
Time Domain· Reflectometry is the best tool for 
-
characterizing i cascaded transmission lirie. It can 
determine where and how bad an impedance mismatch is. 
However, it is not the only method. Automatic Network 
Analysis also can provide information critical to a probe 
characterization. 
An ANA system is shown in Figure a. It is seen that 
the central unit is an HP8410 vector network analyzer. It 
is interfaced with an HP8350 swept frequency synthesizer 
and an HP9121 desktop computer. The computer controls 
the HP8410 and the HP8350 remotely over a GPIB bu3. It 
can preset the equipment and samples parameter data. 
Programs written by Made-it Associates, and Ed Li do a 12 
term error analysis and calibration.. Data is plotted on 
the CRT and a printer is available for hard copy. 
f 
The Made-it software package is entitled MAMA for 
. - ...... ' . 
Measurements and Microwave Analysis. With this software, 
a convolution to the time domain is possible. A FFT 
routine.transforms sampled frequency data into TDR data. 
A comparison to the HP1415A is possible~ 
9 
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An elementary experiment was undertaken to determine 
which data, the MAMA program's, the. network analyzer's or 
tne HP1415A's, could measure electrical length the best. 
Figure 9 shows the experimental set-up. 
A physically 47.5 cm length of 50 ohm RG-58 flexible 
cable with SMA connectors was to be the DUT. The 
electrical length according to the TDR was 52.0 cm. 
Generic TDR measurement procedures are in spelled out in 
appendix A. The same cable was inserted into a 
calibrated transmission path between the TEST and REF 
ports of the HP8410. The phase change was 142° I 
representing 0.395 wavelengths at 4 GHz. Upon adding 
this to a previously known 3 wavelengths, an electrical 
length of 4 7 .9 cm is calculated. 
From this rudimentary experiment, it cannot be 
qlearly stated which method is more accurate, network 
analysis, MAMA, or TDR. Although several observations 
can be made. 
The first is the network analyzer's necessary pre-
knowledge of physical length. If it was not known how 
many integral wavelengths the cable was, an absolute 
measurement cannot be made. Moreover, it is impossible 
to precisely determine a calibration plane of O phase. 
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measurements are hostage to external accuracy parameters. 
As a result, overall accuracy declines with physical 
length and frequency. Lastly, errors due to the 
,. 
microwave connectors will always be present because they 
........ 
are an ambiguous_ termination. By necessity, the MAMA 
data contains all of the above errors transformed to the 
time domain. 
TOR, on the other hand, can be blind to what it is 
• measuring. No preknowledge of length • 1s necessary. 
Similar to network analysis, errors other than resolution 
are from connectors and imprecise calibration planes. On 
the TDR, it is difficult to .determine the plane of O 
C. 
electrical length. This instrument is better suited to 
measure distances between mismatches and unlike network 
analysis, TDR becomes more accurate with increasing 
physical length. However, an archilles heal lies in the 
type of loading. TDR cannot distinguish large 
capacitances from shorts or large inductances from open 
terminations. 
In comparing methods, it is necessary to know the 
device under test. If it is reactive, it may be better 
to use network analysis and MAMA. If it is long or has 
cascaded mismatches·, TOR is the prope.r methodology. On 
AT&T's probe cardt mismatched transmission lines lend 
11 
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themselves to TDR. The distance to and the severity of a 
mismatch can be quantified making redesigns and 
experimentation easy. 
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CHAPTER III - current Techniques and Equipment 
The existing probe can be divided into 3 physical 
regions: a transmission region, an access region, and a 
contact region. These regions and their ground plane are 
,pictured in Figur~ 10. 
The card is divided into these 3 regions according 
to the functions a probe must have. It must have: 
a connection to the outside world via 
conveniently sized cables. 
/ 
1) 
2) a miniaturization area where practical sized 
cables are brought to a smaller transmission 
medium. 
a final stage of miniaturization in which 
the medium is small enough to contact the 
device under test. 
Eadh of the three regions has inherent non-
idealities which may cause mismatches and losses to 
microwave signals. The difficulty is obtairting a low 
loss, 50 ohm path from the measurement equipment to the 
! .~ 
device under test. 
·rn the transmission region, bonnector mismatches and 
cable loss are the design considerations. The existing 
probe's transmission region is implemented with female 
SMA microwave connectors and 0.08511 semi-rigid coaxial 
cable or 0.085" flexible coaxial cable, depending on the 
line's purpose. Flexible cables are cheaper than semi-
rigid cables so they are used ,;to carry DC voltages. ,, 
13 
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Losses· and mismatches in these paths are trivial to the 
problem. This study will be dedicated to the RF lines. 
Each RF line connects to the outside ~orld via 
female SMA connectors. These connectors have very small 
mismatches, roughly between 1.05:1 to 1.15:1, across an 
18 GHz bandwidth. Reflections from these connectors are 
neglible. They are commercially available for about 
$8.00 Ea. Semi-rigid cable is attached to the back of 
each connector as shown in Figure 11 • 
. t" 
Standard 0.085" semi-rigid coaxial cable has an 
impedance of 50 plus or minus ·3 ohms. Conductors are made 
of copper* and the sandwiched dielectric is teflon ((r = 
2~1). Th~Se cables have minimum bend radii o-f .25 inches 
.. 
and losses of .24 dB/Ft to 1.67 dB/Ft through 20 GHz. 
The existing probe has cable l~ngths of about 12 cm. 
This length represents losses of 0.094 dB at 500 MHz to 
4.24 dB at 20 GHz. An examination of these numbers 
0 
reveals that their losses are not significant until 10 
GHz where they approach 0.62 dB/Ft. 
I. 
The second r~gion, the access area, consists of 
.. 
miniature microstrip transmission lines. They are a 
transition from the contact region to the transmission· 
* The copper conductors are sometimes plated with 
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region. Due to the increased level of miniaturization, 
the access region is more prone to mismatches than the 
transmission region . 
The iirst junction an incoming signal will encounter 
in the access region is the semi-rigid cable to 
. 
microstrip transition. To implement this transition, two 
solder joints are necessary: one for the center qonductor 
(signal) and one for the outer conductor (ground). 
Figures 12a and 12b illustrate the the details of this 
junction. 
Figure 12a shows the coaxial cable's center 
-
conductor soldered to the microstrip's signal line. The 
second figure shows the ground plane connec.tion. These 
solder joints are necessary to provide good midrowave 
transmission to the access region. This joint is 
physically about 0.5 11 from the OUT and its transmission 
characteristic is its design criterion. 
Once past the coaxial cable to microstrip 
transition, • via the signal propagates the 50 ohm 
microstrip transmission line. The line width and 
substrate thickness are both about 25 mils. Microstrip 
transmission lines are inherently more lossy and 
dispersive than coaxial cables, however they provide a 
better physical mating to the contact region. The 
15 
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microstrip blade should be kept relatively short compared 
to the transmission region. Design formulas are listed in 
Appendix B~ The access region to contact region 
transition is shown in Figures 13a, and 13b. 
This transitjon is merely the solder joint between 
the microstrip and the two contacts. . . ,. . The d1ff 1cul ty is 
matching the mil sized contacts to the fractional inch 
sized blade in both a physical sense and an electrical 
sense. The angled blade provides vertical clearance from 
the DUT. 
It should be noted how the pins are bent and 
soldered to the ceramic blade. The ground pin is 
soldered high above the ground plane's gap. This creates 
a ground plane inductance at high frequencies. The 
signal pin is soldered to the very end of theblade 
creating a good mechanical connection but a questionable 
impedance match. 
The contact region consists of a two • wire 
" transmission line about 190 mils l~ng~ The dimensions 
.. 
-.~ • ..,. I - , • l ,, 
:. . ... ·'· ~---
· are shown in Figure 14. . . ~ 
The characteristic impedance for a two wire line are 
{ 
functions of the conductor's seperation and d"iameter. 
16 ... 
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The ,calculations below illustrate. 
-l 
Z ,_, (377 /PI) COSH ( S/D ) 
S = 0.020 11 
D = 0.010 11 
Z 0 = 158 ohms. 
This imped~nce is se.en to .increase due to the 
tapering of the contacts. The tips of the contacts 
.physically touch the 3· mil square contact pads of·the 
DUT. During testing, a 50 ohm load· across these contacts 
is assumed. As shown in the figures, the two-wire 
transmission line is in free space, making radiation and 
cross-coupling not only a possibility, but a reality. 
A coupling experiment showed typical coupling to be 
in the 40-50 dB range.through 6 GHz. The experiment 
co_nsisted of calibrating the HP8410 with straight through 
transmission between the hetwork analyzer's REF and TEST 
ports. After calibration, the transmission path was 
broken and the probe inserted. SJ\ was measured. 
Coupling between differing prbbe card transmission 
lines can be decreased by a dielectric coating of the two 
neadles. Electric fields will be confined inside the 
---.. dielectric.. The increase in losses due to this coating 
is negligible because of the short lengths involved 
( 0.3,1.-~Also negligible is the ohmic loss in the 
conductors, regardless of the type of metal. I 
17 
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Most needles are made of a Tungsten alloy, giving 
them stiffness, durability, and low cost. Depending on 
I 
"' the application and DUT, metals such as Paliney or BeCu 
are sometimes used. 
Contact forpe varies with tensile strength and 
. 
length of needle, and should be carefully calculated t.o 
prevent damage to the wafer or probe. There ~xists an 
optimal stiffness which provides enough contact force to 
,scrub the surface of the DUT clean. A good, repeatable 
contact is made. A typical contact force is 3 gms per mil 
of tip length. Too much stiffness can resl:t.t in a large 
mechanical strain (torque) on the needles' solder joints 
to the blade. A high strength solder is prudent. 
The dielectric coating will also tend to stiffen the 
two-wire transmission line. The main concern,· however is~ 
dielectric constant and passivity. A dielectric constant 
of about 9 or 10 is needed to divi~e the two-wire 
impedance by 3. A TiO;,l loaded epoxy would be appropriate. 
With this coating, the fre~ space impedance of 158 ohms 
is reduced to roughly 50 ohms, matching the connecting 
transmission lines. The dielectric must be non-
contaminating also. It mtist never deposit a film on the 
DUT. Moreover, it must be castable in place or pre-cast 
and squeezed between the needles. The coating must be 
18 
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thinner than the needles' tip len~th less the vertical 
deflection of the pins under contact force. Figure 15a 
and 15b illustrate the above discussion .. 
The re-designed probe has a contact to access region 
transition as shown in Figures 16a and 16b. The needles 
. . 
are seen to be soldered on either side of a redesigne4 10 
mil thick ceramic blade with a complete ground plane . 
The existing probe's ground plane inductance • lS 
eliminated and a more parallel two-wire transmission line 
J 
is realized. A capacitive stub is on the signal side to 
provide some reactive tuning and a better mechanical 
joint. Aligning and adjoining these pins to the ceramic 
blade is vital. To accomplish this task, a pin soldering 
fixure i~- pictorally shown in Figure 17. Its complete 
design is in Appendix C. 
The fixture consists of 5 seperately machined 
aluminum pieces. It is a clamp and hold type apparatus 
where alignment is made possible by shim placements. 
-
Spring-loaded screws keep the pins pressed to the blade 
while pre-deposited solder melts when the entire fixture 
is heated. This is a solder reflow procedure. Aluminum 
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As stated previously, the ceramic blade was 
redesigned to accommodate the access to contact region 
transition. The microstrip's line width and substrate 
thickness was changed to about. 10 mils. See Figure 18 
for an illustration. Slightly increased losses from 
these smaller dimensions are the design 
1trade~off~ for a 
vastly improved transition to the contact region. 
The substrate is 99.5% Ala2 0 3 with a dielectric 
constant of 10. The conductor is a thin film of silver 
whose solderability is the principle concern .. · The 
tolerances given in Figure 18 represent a plus or minus 
2% from 50 ohms. More precise tolerances are unnecessary 
' -
and at these dimensions, much more costly. 
Since the microstrip's line width and substrate 
thickness was changed, there must be an impact on the 
transmission region and in particular, the transition to 
the access region. 
Semi-rigid coaxial cables have loss inversely 
proportional to size. The smaller the outer conducter 
diameter, the larger the loss. Table 1 lists 
attenuation data for different cable diameters. 
The optimal choice for cable type is not necessarily 
the type with the lowest loss. Because the lengths are 
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determine cable type is the quality of transition it can 
provide to the access region. 
A coax to microstrip transit.ion is better. if the 
center conductor of the cable is larger, not smaller than 
the microstrip line width. From Table 1 it observed 
. 
that the UT-47 cable type has a center conductor diameter 
nearly equal to the microstrip's line width. UT-47 will 
provide the best transition. 
Sixteen sections, each 18 cm long, of UT-47 cables 
were ordered. The piec.es were ordered long since they 
cah be c~t and stripped to length: Special tools and 
alignment procedures are necessary for micro-coaxial 
cable connectorization, therefore they were ordered a~ 
assemblies. Female SMA microwave connectors were affixed 
to one end, and the other end was cut flush. The flush 
end must undergo stripping and machining. 
A 1-2 mm length of outer conductor and dielectric 
must be stripped back to expose enough center conductor 
to make a good solder joint to the microstrip. The 
center conductor must be "bull-nosed" as shown in Figure 
19. If capacitively compensated by an adjustable ground 
"' 
plane plunger, transitions of this type can have a VSWR 
of 1.05:1 through 18 GHz. This was deemed unneccessary 
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' ' 
continuous, an 11 fuil thick groove should be made 2-3 mm 
into the outer conductor from the flush end. The 
microstrip's ground plane will have a better contact. 
The semi-rigid cables must be bent upwards from the board 
to allow for the width of the ceramic blade: This is a 
vast improvement ·over the existing probe'$ jumper plane, 
··\.-.. 
and is shown in Figure 20. 
The above modifications and redesigns are aimed at 
eliminating transmission line discontinuities quantified 
by TDR. The plots in Figure 21 picture the HP1415A TDR 
display when a t~st fixture with a 50 ohm load is placed 
between the existing probe's contacts. This is a method 
tfor eliminating the large reflections from the opened 
two-wire transmission lirte and is an impedance.standard 
calibration. The test fixture is ihown in Figure 22 and 
appendix D lists procedures for its construction. 
The plots show a measurement repeated 6 times. Each 
attempt represents a different contact landing point on 
the test jig. The waveforms reveal an inductive load 




If implemented, the discussed modifications would 
'v 
reduce the inductance by a conservative estimate of one 
half to one third. ~ 50 ohm transmiss.ion line will exist 
22 
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' . 
from the OUT to the test instrument, bettering the 
matching by a fac·tor of three. AT&T could use this probe 
probably into the 3 - 4 GHz range before significant 
signal distortion and loss occur. 
The parts' cost and quantity break-down for this 
redesign is shown in Table 2. Note that the mounting 
;', 
equipment, the PC board and the connector mounts, was 
' . 
already available; no costs are assigned. T·he largest 
I 
cost is for the ceramic blade. Microwave Research Corp. 
was the lowest bidder out of five companies in the 
business. For such small and specialized quantities, it 
is difficult to find bidders. 
It is estimated the 6 major tasks necessary to build 
the new probe will require about 200 man-hours. These 
tasks are listed below: 
1) prepare.micro-coaxial cables 
2) align and affix pins ori blade via fixture 
3) align and affix blade onto ground plane 
4) solder semi-rigid ~ables onto blade 
5) measurement and analysis 
It is my recommenda·'tion that AT&T carry out these 
procedures with an outside contractor as··Le·mgli ·does· not 
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CHAPTER IV - Computer Simulations 
. 
A method to determine the effects of the implemented 
modifications is computer simulation of the probe. A 
' . 
"circuit model of the probe, . determined by TDR, 
.. 
1S 
supplied as raw data to computer programs such as SPICE 
or PSPICE. The programs calculate,waveform voltages as 
functions of the elements and initial conditions in the 
circuit file. These elements can be resistors, 
capacitors, inductors, or transmission lines specified by 
length and impedance. 
Excellent results are possible depending on the 
transmission line subroutine utilized in the program. 
SPICE3, for instance, can determine reflection 
coefficients as well as transmission parameters. PSPICE, 
a personal computer version of spice, can measure forward 
transmission voltages but cannot calculate reflections. 
With these programs, distortion and reflection of any 
arbitrary waveform propagating along any type of "probe" 
can be calculated. This is a very powerful techique. 
In Figure 23, plots illustrate reflections and 
transmissions of an input pulse propagating down a 50 ohm 
line terminated in an inductance and a series 50 ohm 
24 
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resistor. The SPICE3 circuit file is: 
'' 
. IC V ( 0 ) = 0 V ( 1 ) = 0 -V ( 2 ) = 0 V (.3 ) = 0 V ( 4 ) = 0 
VIN 1 0 PULSE OV 0.5V .5V 83pS ONS 14NS 15NS) 
Rl 1 2 50 
Tl 2 0 3 0 Z0=50 TD=4NS 
Ll 3 4 5NH 
R2 4 0 50 
.NODESET V(l)=O V(2)=0 V(3)=0 V(4)=0 
. TRAN .. lNS lONS 
.END 
The first plot in Figurs 23 illustrates a SPICE3 
simulation bf the existing probe with its 5 nH inductance 
placed at the end of the contacts. Transmission line 
mismatches are considered small in relation to the 
inductance and are neglected.. The next plot shows the 
same data for the improved probe and a 2 nH inductance. 
The results show a vastly improved signal integrity as 
evidenced by a smaller reflectibn and distortion. 
Appendix E contains actual output. 
It is possible to hand calculate these waveforms via 
' transmission line theory and Fourier Transforms. 
Excellent agreement with SPICE3 has been demonstrated. 
Appendix F illustrates the procedure and contains an 
example. 
The r~designed probe represents a great improvement 
; 
over the existing probe however, this type of probe does 
not represent the future of probing. It is a medium 
25 I, 
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speed device at best, fulfilling only present day needs. 
,,) 
In the future, better and faster probes will be vital. 
' ' 
Fortunately there are a number of schemes that have the 
l • 
possibility of.higher speeds. Two such ideas are 
illustrated in Figures 24 and 25. 
26 
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CHAPI'ER V - New Probe Designs 
The first new method, shown in Figure 19, utilizes 
coplanar transmission lines attached to "C" shaped 
contacts. The substrate is a flexible membrane that 
deflects when pushed upon by an external force. The 
deflection pushes the contacts onto the wafer's test 
points. A dielec~ric elastomer is inserted in the center 
of the "C" to provide a constant contact force, 
independent of the exterrially applied force. This probe 
is simple, rugged, and well matched, however it is 
difficult to align, and cycle dependent since elastomers 
and membranes tend to age. 
A second possibility • lS the coaxial cable probe 
shown in Figure 25. This method utilizes micro-coaxial 
· cables, now manufactured with bond pad sized outer 
, 
diameters, to provide transmission directly to the DUT. 
Only a 
cables 
small contacting sleeve placed on the ends of the 
~) 
isfneeded. The advantages of this probe are: its 
50 ohm line directly to the DUT, its very high .pin-out, 
and its low cost . Disadvantages are its high loss 
. cables, and small vertical deflection. This probe is 
rumored to be Cerprobe's next generation of medium speed, 
high pin-out devices. A inethod that surpasses all others 
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The most common form of electro-optic sampling 
• 15 
based upon the ability of laser systems to produce short 
pulses of light and through the~electro-optic effect, to 
detect voltages. Within an elactro-optic material, 
electric fields associated with voltages induce 
birefringence. As a result, an incident polari~aion is 
changed. 1his can be thought of as polarization 
~ modulation. When light of this type is passed through a 
polarizer, there is· conversion to amplitude modulation. 
_____ j 
" 
The amplitude molulation is thus related to circuit 
voltages. An elecro-optic substrate such as GaAs is 
necessary. 
These systems employ a pum.p-probe techni.que where a 
measured response was triggered by its sampling pulse . 
. : l 
An example system is shown in Figure 26. 
This sampling system consists of a Nd:YAG laser 
producing 100 pS pulses at a 82 MHz rate. The 
wavelength, 1.06 1 m, is chosen to keep GaAs optically 
' 
transparent. The laser repetition rate, 82 MHz, allows 
the use of signal enhancement techniques such·· as 
autocorrelation and lock-in detection to .increase 
sensitivity. 
' 
The laser's 100 pS pulses are passed through a 
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speed sampling, resolution and bandwidth are functions of 
pulse width. The smaller the pulse, the wider the 
bandwidth. ) The beam is then focused to a 10 f m spot 
next to a transmission line with longitudinal fringing 
fields as shown !n Figure 27. These fields elliptically 
. . 
polarize the light as it passes through the substrate and 
reflects off the circuit's ground plane. 
~After passing through a quarter waveplate and a 
polarizer, the intensity received by the photodiode is 
> 
modulated, assuming a sinusoidal circuit voltage, 
according to: 
I 0 _.,-t/ I-iN = O. 5 ( 1 + \"' SIN (w1~ t)) 
where \;,~ = PI*V rr, /~ is the modulation 
depth and V7 is a material constant. 
w~ is the modulation frequency and 
Vrn is the magnitude of the.sinusoidal 
circuit voltage 
A spectrum analyzer acts as a receiver for this 
modulation. Because of the low frequency laser noise, a 
10 MHz':·,;;; dulation is used throughout the system to keep 
- ) . 
t:tie a . ;y: zer away from DC. 
·, 
A plot is generated by 
tr a c in -,,--the amp 1 it u de o f the 1 o M H z s i g n a 1 on the 
analyzer versus phase of the driving voltage. 
29 
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Al though electro-optic sampling is an elegant 
and accurate technique for the noninvasive sampling of 
high speed circuits, the technology is prohibitively 
expensive and cumbersome. The future holds great 
possibiities for these systems but for the meantime, 
. 
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CHAPTER VI - Conclusion 
·~ 
This paper detailed techniques used to characterize 
high speed, on-wafer probes. A circuit model for a 
current industry standard was developed. Improved 
impedance matching led to predictions of higher speeds. 
' 
A look towards the future, based upon the current state 
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Oscilloscope display when E = 0 
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TDR Waveforms for Resistive Loads 
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Figure 5b. TDR Waveforms for Complex Loads 
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If T2-T1=0.5Tr the two reflections 
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Illustration of a Probe's Three Areas 
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• Figure 14. Two Wire Transmission Line of the 
Existing Probe 
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o.o. // 
,, Ii 
lnal o.o. fl at GHZ 
ISemi,Rigid Imped· Center Dlelec· Dlelec· o.o. o.o. 1nce Conductor tric tric Shield Jacket .4 1.0 10.0 Coax 
UT 34 50 .008 T .028 .034 28 44 ' - - Ii 
UT 47 50 .011 T .037 .047 - 26 36 130 
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UT 85 50 .020 T .066 .087 - 12 17 62 
UT 141A 50 .036 T .119 .141 - 5.8 8.8 38 
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(UNIFORM TUBES, INC., COLLEGEVILLE, PA.) 
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Table 2 - Parts' Costs for a Modified Probe 
Description Manufacturer QTY 
PC Board AT&T 1 
Connector AT&T 1 
Mounts 
Semi-Rigid Cable Micro-Coax, Inc. 16 
Assemblies 
Ceramic Microstrip MRC 12 
Blade 
Tungsten Contacts Cerprobe, Inc 25prs 
Pin Soldering Lehigh University 1 
Fixture 
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Fig. 1~. General configuration of the electrooptic sampling system. 
repetition rate ( - 100 MHz) train of picosec;:ond pulses is spli: 
trigger beam and a sampling beam. The trigger beam initi:Hes t: 
cration of the electrical signal to be characterized. which pro: 
through an electrooptic medium. The sampling beam travels rhr 
scanning delay line and then through rhc Pockels cell modulator a. 
menr. The intensity of rhe sampling beam is measured by a lock-
plifier and then plotted as a function of delay, resulting in an eqt. 
time representation of the picosecond electrical signal. 
Figure 26. Laser Probe System 
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HP1415A Measurement Procedures 
1.) Determine electrical lengths to. discontinuities. 
a) put short or open at suspected discontinuity. 
b) move TDR's display marker (magnifier delay) to a 10% or 90% point on the reflection. 
c) Record magnifier delay setting. 
d) move magnifier delay to the same 10% or 90% point on the incident step~ 
e) subtract setting ind) from setting in b) and multiply by the multiplier setting. 
2.) Determine reflection coefficient. / 
a) set magnifier delay to the top of a reflection 
' 
b) the vertical distance from this point to a 50 ohm termination, mul t.iplied by the vertical magnifier setting, is the refl. coefficient 
3.) Determine impedance. 
a) refl. coef. - ( Zi.. - Z0 )/( ZL + Z 0 ) • 
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Appendix B - Microstrip Design Formulas 
w microstrip line width 
h substrate thickness 
t line thickness I 
1 
((-;1 - effective dielectric constant 
( '(" relative dielectric constant 
\j\) e. effective width 
Z characteristic impedance 
For w/h < 1 :_ 
60 ( h .. We) Z = ln 8-+0,25-
o c- "'' h v eerr e. 
For ,,v/h > 1: 
120n w w · , )}-1 
Z 0 = Je,;;"{ h• + 1.393 + 0.667( h• + 1.444 
where 
With w/h < 1/2n:: 
-=-+ 1+ n-We . W . l.25t( .1. 4n:w) h h 1th t 
With 'rv/h > l/2n: 
-=-+ 1+ n-We W. l.25t( l 2h) h · h nh . · t 
.. . 
. _e,+l e,~l( . _h ___ )_-o.ss1 
eeff - 2 + 2 1 + 10 -
w 
·.oil· ' 65 
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TEST CIRCUIT FOR TRANSMISSION LINE 
Transient analysis. <date> 
Legend : + - v ( 2} * - v ( 3) 
\ 
-------------~--~---------------------------------------------------· 














































































































































































































































• • .. 
, 
. l 
TIME '"' o. ooe+ooo ··· 1. ooe-001 2. ooe-001 \ 3. ooe-001 
-----------1--------------1--------------1--------------1------------
9.244e-010 * • • + • 
9.422e-Ol0 * . \ . + • 
9. 600e-010 * . . + • 
9.778e-Ol0 * . . + • 
9.956e-010 * . . + • 
1. 013e-009 * . r . + • 
1. 03le-009 * ~,./ . + • 
1.049e-009 * . . + • 
1.067e-009 * . . + • 
1. 084e-009 * . . + • 
1.102e-009 * . . + • 
1.120e-009 * . . + • 
1.138e-009 * . . + • 
1.156e-009 * . . + • 
1.173e-009 * . . + • 
1.19le-009 * . . + • 
1.209e-009 * . . + • 
l.227e-009 * . . + • 




1. 262e-009 * . . + • 
1. 280e-009 * • • + • 







1. 316e-009 * . . + • 
1.333e-009 * . . + • 
l.35le-009 * . . + • 
l.369e-009 * . . + • 
1.387e-009 * . . + • 
' ' 




1. 422e-009 * • • + • 
i l.440e-009 * . • + • ., 
t l.458e-009 * . . + • 
· 1.476e-009 * . . + • 
1.493e-009 * . . + • 
l.Slle-009 * . . + • 
1.529e-009 * . . + • 
l.547e-009 * . • + • 
1.564e-009 * . • + • 
l.582e-009 * . . + • 
l.600e-009 * . • + • 
1.618e-009 * • • + • 
1.636e-009 * . • + • 
l.653e-009 * . . + • 
l.671e-009 * . . + • 
l.689e-009 * . . + • 
1.707e-009 * . • + • 
1.724e-009 * . • + • 
1.742e-009 * . • + • 
1.760e-009 * . . + • 
l.778e-009 * . . + • 
1. 79 6e-009 * . . + • 
1.813e-009 * . . + • 
l.831e-009 * . . + • 
l.849e-009 * . . + • 
l.867e-009 * . • + • 
1. 884e-009 * . • + • 
-----------1--------------1-----~--------1--------------1-----------


















' ' . I .ii,' -~ ' 
~Ollt,' . ·~ 
, 
TIME O.OOe+OOO l.OOe-001 2.00e-001 3.00e-001 
_.,.. _____ ..:. _____ , _____ __:_.:. ___ ·---~I ---...... -----·------1----·------·----1-----------
1. 902e-009 * . . + • 
1. 920e-009 * • • + • 
l.938e-009 * . . + • 
1. 956e-009 * . . + • 
1. 973e-009 * . . + • 
1. 99le-009 * . . + • 
2. 009e-009 • * . . + • 
2.027e-009. • * . + • 
2. 044e-009 • • • * +. • 
2. 062e-009 • .• • + *· 
2.080e-009 • • • + • 
' 2.098e-009 • • • + 
2.116e-009 • • • + 
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* + • 
* + • 
* + • 
*+ • 
3. 716e-009 • • • *+ • 
3.733e-009. • • X • 
3.751e-009. • • X . 
3.769e-009. • • X • 
3.787e-oog. • • x . 
3.804e-009 • • • X . 
3.822e-009. • • X . 




























• 3.876e-009 • • • X • 
3.893e-009 V X • • • • 
3.91le-009 • • • X • 
3.929e-009 • • • X • 
3.947e-009 • • • X • 
3.964e-009 • • • X • 
3.982e-009 • • • X • 
4.000e-009 • • • X • 
-----------1--------------1--------------1--------------1--------· 
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The following transmission line simulation is one 
nanosecond shorter than the first. This is because of 
. '") the line length specified in the circuit file. No other 























Legend: + = v(2) 
TEST CIRCUIT FOR TRANSMISSION LINE 
Transient analysis. <date> 
* = v(J) 
---------------------~----------------------------------------------------
TIME O.OOe+OOO 1.00e-001 2.00e-001 3.00e-001 
-----------1--------------1--------------1--------------1--------------, 
O.OOOe+OOO X 
• • • 
1.500e-Oll X • I • • 
' 
' 3.000e-011 X 
• • • 
4.500e-Oll X 
• • • 
6.000e-011 X 
• • • 
-7.500e-Oll X 
• • • 
9.000e-011 X 
• •. • 
l.OSOe-010 X 
• • • 
l.200e-010 X • • .. 
l.350e-010 X " • • • 
l.SOOe-010 X 
• • • 
l.650e-010 X 
• • • 
l.800e-010 X 
• • • 
l.950e-010 X 






• • • 
2.400e-010 X 
• • • 
2.550e-010 X 
• • • 
2.700e-010 X 
• • • 
2.850e-010 X 
• • • 
3.000e-010 X 
• • • 
3.lSOe-010 X 
• • • 
3.300e-010 X 
• • • 
3.450e-010 X 
• • • 
3.600e-Ol0 X 
• • • 
3.750e-010 X 
• • • 
3.900e-010 X 
• • • 
4.0SOe-010 X 
• • • 
4.200e-Ol0 X .. 
• • 
4.350e-010 X 
• • • 
4.500e-010 X 
• • • 
4.650e~Ol0 X 
• • • 
4.BOOe-010 X 
• • • 
4.950e-010 X 
• • • 
5.lOOe-010 
* + • • • 5.250e-010 * + • • • 
5.400e-Ol0 
* + • • • 5.550e-010 
* • + • • 5.700e-010 * • .+ • 
5.850e-010 * • + • • 
6.000e-010 * • + • • 
6.150e-010 
* • + • • 6.300e-010 
* • + • • 6.450e-010 
* 
.. + • • 
6.600e-010 
* • + • • 6.750e-010 
* • + • • 6.900e-010 
* + • • • 7.0SOe-010 
* - • + • • 7.200e-Ol0 * • + • • 
7.350e-010 *· • • + • 
7.SOOe-010 
* • • 
+ • 





































































TIME o.ooe+ooo 1.ooe-001 2.ooe-001 3.00e-001 
~----------1--------------1---------~---~,--------------,--------------1 l .905e-009 • • • * + • l.620e-009 • • • -ir+ • • • 1.635e-009 • • • X • • 1. 650e-009 • • • X . • 1. 665e-009 • • • X • • l.680e-009 • • 
. X • • \. 1.695e-009 • • • X . • 1. 710e-009 • • • X • • 1.725e-009 • • • X • • 1.740e-009 • • • X • • 1. 755e-009 • • • X • • 1.770e-009 • • • X • • 1. 785e-009 • • • X . • l.800e-009 • • • X • • 1.815e-009 • • • X • • l.830e-009 • • • X • • 1.845e-009 • • • X • • 1.860e-009 • • • X • • 1. 875e-009 • • 
. X • •. 1.890e-009 • • 
. X • • l.905e-009 . • 
. X . • 1. 920e-009 • • 
. X . • l.935e-009 • 
. • X • • l.950e-009 • 
. • X • • l.965e-009 • 
. 
. X • • l.980e-009 • • • X • • 
• 1. 995e-009 • 
. • X • • 2.0lOe-009 • • • X . • 2. 025e-009 • • • X • • 2. 040e-009 • • • X • • 2. 055e-009 • 
. • X . • 2. 070e-009 • 
. • X • .. 2.085e-009 • • • X • • 2. lOOe-009 • • • X • • 2. llSe-009 • • • X • • 2.lJOe-009 • • • X • • 2.145e-009 • • • X • • 2. 160e-009 • • • X . • 2.175e-009 • • • X • • 2.190e-009 • • • X • • 
,., 2.205e-009 • • • X • • 2. 220e-009 • • • X . • 2.235e-009 • • • X . • 
. 2.250e-009 • • • X • • 2.265e-009 • • • X • • 2. 2soe-009 • • • ·x . • 2.295e-009 • • • X • • 2.310e-009 • • • X • • 2. 325e-009 • • • X . • 2.340e-009 • • • X • • 2. 355e-009 • • • X • • 2.370e-009 • • • X • • 2. 385e-009 • • • X . • 2. 400e-009 . 
. • X . • 2. 415e-009 • 
. • X . 




-..:~·· . ' 
• 1'~ - ;..,. -
' 





TIME O.OOe+OOO l.OOe-001 2.00e-001 3.00e-001 4.00e-001 
-----------1--------------1--------------1--------------1------~-------J 
7.SOOe-010 * . . + , • • 
7.950e-010 * . . + • • 
8. lOOe-010 * . . + • • 
' ,. 8.250e-Ol0 * . -· . + • • 
8. 400e-010 * . . + • • ../ 
8.550e-010 * . . + • • 
8.700e-010 * . . + • • 
8.850e-010 * . . + . . 
9.000e-010 * . . + . . 
9.lSOe-010 * . . + · · 
9.JOOe-010 * . . + . • 
9.450e-010 * . . + . . 
9.600e-Ol0 * . . + · · 
9.750e-010 * ~ . + . . 
9.900e-Ol0 * . . + - • . 
1. oose-009 • * . . + • . 
-- l.020e-009 • *· . + . . 
l.035e-009. . * . + . . 
1.050e-009 • • * + · • 
1 . 0 6 5 e- 0-0 9 • . • + * . . 
l.080e-009 . . . + * · 
1.095e-009. . . + * . · 
l.llOe-009 . . . + * . . 
l.125e-009 . . • +* . . 
1.140e-009 . . . X . . 
1.155e-009 . . • X • . : • 
l.170e-009 • • . X • • 
1. 185e-009 • • • X • . 
1.200e-009 • • • X • • 
l.215e-009 . • . X • . 
1.230e-009. . • X • • 
1. 245e-.Q09 . • • X • . 
l.260e-009 • • • X • • 
1.275e-009 • • . X • • 
1.290e-009 • • • X • • 
l.305e-009. • • X • • 
l.320e-009 • • • X • • 
l.335e-009. • • X • • 
l.350e-009 • • • X • • 
l . 3 6 5 e.-Q O 9 • . • X • • 
l.380e-009. • • X • • 
1~395e-009 • • • X • • 
l.410e-009 • . . X • • 
l.425e-009 • • • X • • 
1.440e-009 • • • X • • 
1. 455e-009 • . • X . . 
1.470e-009 • . • X • • 
l.485e-009 • • • X • • 
l.500e-009 • • • X • • 
l.515e-009 • . • * + . · 
l.530e-009 . • . * +. · 
l.545e-009 • • • * + · 
1.560e-009 • . • ~ * .+ . 
l.575e-009 . • • * .+ · 
l.590e-009 . • . * +. · 
-----------1--------------1~-------------1--------------1--------------1 · 






' . ' 
' 
• 





TIME O.OOe+OOO l.OOe-001 2.00e-001 3.00e-001 
--~--------1--------------1--------------1--------------1--------------, 
• 
2. 430e-009 • • • X 
' , 
2. 445e-009 • • • X • 
2.460e-009 • • • X • 
2.475e-009 • • • X • 
2.490e-009 • • • X • 
2. 505e-009 • • • X • 
2.520e-009 . . • X • 
2.535e-009 • • • X . 
2. 550e-009 • • • X . 
2. 565e-009 • • • X • 
2.580e-009 • • • X • 
2.595e-009 • • • X • 
2.610e-009 • • • X • 
2.625e-009 • • • X • 
2.640e-009 • • • X • 
2. 655e-009 • • • X • 
2.670e-009 • • • X • 
2.685e-009 • • • X • 
2. 700e-009 • . • X . 
2.715e-009 • . • X • 
2.730e-009 • • • X . 
2.745e-009 . . • X • 
2. 760e-009 . . . X . 
2 .. 775e-009 . . . X • 
2.790e-009 • . • X . 
2.805e-009 • . . X • 
2.820e-009 . • • X • 
2.835e-009 • . • X . 
2. 850e-009 • . • X • 
2.865e-009 • . • X • 
2.880e-009 • • • X • 
2. 895e-009 • • . X . 
2.910e--009. • • ·X • 
2. 925e-009 • • • X . 
2.940e-009 • • • X • 
2. 955e-009 • • • X . 
2.970e-009 • • • X • 
2.985e-009 ~ • • X • 
3.000e-009 • • • X • 
--------~--1--------------1--------------1-~------------1--------------1 
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The transfer function· of a 
finite line terminated by an impedance;ZL atx =land fed by a generator 
atx=O · · 
The relationship bet·, · :'.'.. the fonvard and reflected waves can 
arrived at by considt·1. •g the transfer function Hv(x, s) in · 
If the driving voltage f tt) ha3 a Laplace transform F (s), then the voltage 
v(x, t) may be written as 
v(x, t) = !l'- 1[F(s)Hv(z, s)] 
. . [ e-Y(Z-l) + p(s)eY(Z-l)]. 
= ..P-1 F( s) ____ .;.......;,_ _ 
. . e1i + p(s)e-Y' 
{ e-1(:e-z; [I + p(s_)e_2y(:e-Z>]). = !i'-1 F(s) . . · · . 
eY' [I + p(s)e-2Y~J-- --
. / 
- .P-1{F(s)[e-1-z + p(s)e-1(2-Z-i:~[I· - p(s)e-2Y' 
I ' ' 
+ p2(s)e-4yl + ... ]} 
For a lossless line y = B/u. Therefore 
v(~, t) = .P-1[F(s)e(-:e/u)., + F(s)p(s)e-t( 2l-x)/u]., 
-F(s)p(s)e-[(2t+:e)/u]s + ... J 
It can easily be seen that the second term on the right-hand 
:Sld.t.: . represents the voltage reflected at the termination. This com-
ponent of voltage v, can be expressed as 
1 
v,1(x, t) = .P-1[F(s)p(s)e-[(2t-:c)/u],] 
The exponential term merely expresses the delay of (2l -· x)/u seconds. 
. . : ·.The third term represents 
the reflected voltage component at the generator end. 
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